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«The buck stops here when it comes to burglaries.»
The KSM 412 seismic detector – perfect protection for valuable goods containers



«The sensitive ‹ear on the wall›.»

The KSM 412 – the excellent guard for your valuables containers:

Reliable detection of all known forms of attack and tampering attempts

Full-custom configuration

Maximum protection against false alarms

Comprehensive and complete range of accessories

Easy to mount and commission

Tried and tested hundreds of thousands of times, test winner

40 years of experience, unique know-how and Swiss quality from Securiton

A detector for all applications
When it comes to its applications the KSM 412 is cer-
tainly an all-rounder. It watches over vaults, safes and 
cash dispensers as reliably as it does over night deposit 
boxes and ticket machines. Depending on the size of 
the premises and the level of protection required, it is 
mounted and set either individually or repeatedly thanks 
to its complete range of accessories: on steel or con-
crete.

Swiss quality and 40 years of experience 
There are countless KSM 412 units operating reliably 
worldwide. They have been voted overall test winner and 
«best product» by the renowned «Benchmark Maga-
zine». Securiton has been developing its seismic detec-
tors in Switzerland for over 40 years. 

Easy to install, quick to commission
Securiton offers the KSM 412 seismic detector with a 
complete range of accessories. The keyhole protection 
plate, casing, test transmitter for steel or concrete, floor-
mounted box, and welding and adapter plates are all 
sourced from a single supplier and, in combination, cre-
ate a perfectly functioning system. This greatly simplifies 
the installation work. 
The detector is as quick to configure as its configuration 
is precise. It is carried out either on the KSM 412 itself 
or on a PC using a serial interface. PC configuration al-
lows the customer’s specific conditions to be taken pre-
cisely into account, ensuring an extremely accurate re-
sponse behaviour for the KSM 412.

Containers for valuables such as vaults, safes and 
cash dispensers often attract criminal elements. 
The KSM 412 seismic detector offers reliable and 
timely protection against attempted burglaries. As 
a sensitive «ear on the wall» it is extremely precise 
in signalling attacks on the outer shell protecting 
valuables. 

Selective hearing – repelling attempts at burglary 
The KSM 412 seismic detector’s crystal microphone 
picks up the slightest structure-borne vibrations. The 
sensitive device detects typical break-in noises such as 
drilling noise, sound waves from oxygen torches or 
 detonations, lightning fast and dependably – and reliably 
reports them to the intrusion control panel. The inner 

workings of the KSM 412 ensure maximum protection 
against false alarms. The high-tech noise analysis sys-
tem can be adapted to conditions on the ground with 
extreme precision. Innocuous vibrations are simply ig-
nored.

Always alert and on its toes
With its self-test functions the KSM 412 is guaranteed to 
be wide awake around the clock. The device monitors 
its own functions using regular electrical functional tests 
as well as tests with integrated or offset test transmit-
ters. Any attempts to sabotage the KSM 412 are 
doomed from the outset as it instantly detects even so-
phisticated tampering – and unerringly signals the at-
tempt. 


